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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with stable totally degenerate curves as well as disconnections (i.e. partial de- 
singularizations) of such curves, By totally degenerate we mean that the normalization of each com- 
ponent is a projective line and each singularity is an ordinary double point. 
For an irreducible totally degenerate curve the existence of an involution is taken as a criter- 
ion for hyperellipticity. This is the starting-point in the first section from which we come by a 
natural compactification of the related moduli scheme to the notion of a properly hyperelliptic 
curve and the properly hyperelliptic locus 7-12, of the moduli space B2, of 2g-pointed stable curves 
of genus 0. 
We give a characterization by involutions of the hyperelliptic curves constructed by Harris and 
Mumford in [HM]. Their definition is not identical. but close to ours. 
In the second section we describe ‘Flza by equations and give a presentation as successive blow-up 
of ‘HH?~ _ 2 x $‘. This gives the possibility of calculating Chow groups and Betti numbers. We compute 
an explicit formula for the rank of the Picard group. 
0. RECALL OF PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Firstly we briefly repeat some of the notions and results of [GHP] which are 
essential for the sequel. 
A stable n-pointed tree of projective lines (abbr. TPL) is a totally degenerate 
curve C over a field k, together with an n-tuple of distinct regular k-rational 
points Q, = (@I,. . , Qn) such that the set {@I,. . , an} n Sing C has at least three 
points on each component of C. 
This paper is part of the author’s dissertation. 
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A finite tree (in the sense of graph theory) with To as the set of vertices, to- 
getherwithamap$: {l,...,n} -+ TO, is called stable n-pointed tree if 
val t := #+-‘(t) + #{edges incident with t} 2 3 Vt E To. 
The stable n-pointed tree (T, +) which is related to any stable n-pointed TPL 
(C, @) is called the combinatorical type of (C, @). 
Each triple d = (dl , d2, d3) of mutually distinct elements of { 1, , n} induces 
a natural morphism 
where Ld denotes the median component of @d, @dz, @d3, i.e. the component be- 
longing to the vertex of (T, $J) in which the three lines connecting the $(di) meet. 
Ad projects C onto Ld and sends the images of @d, , @pdz, @d, to 0, 00, 1 E pa. 
IfX 4.~21~3,~4 denotes the inhomogeneous coordinate given by Xu,,YZ,vj(@V4))r then 
the relations for the systems of cross ratios are generated by the equations 
x mPZ.Y.~4 = 1 - A/z,y,v4,v, 
x 4,4.4,~4 .A -A 4>4,~4>Q - ~1,~2,~3,~5’ 
These equations define the closed subscheme B, c P:. 
We call a proper, flat morphism 7r : X + S of noetherian schemes, together 
with n sections @I,. , @,,, an n-pointed tree of projective lines over S, iff 
(Xs, (@i(s), . , Qn(s))) is a stable n-pointed TPL over k(s) for each s E S. 
In [GHP] it is shown that the projection 7r : B,,+ 1 -+ B, (‘forget’ the (n + 1)-st 
marking) together with n natural sections is the universal stable n-pointed TPL. 
We have the following further results for B,,: 
Each stable n-pointed tree (T, $J) determines a closed subscheme B( T, 4) of B,, 
whose k-valued points represent TPL’s with combinatorical types that contract 
to (T, $). There is a natural isomorphism (see [GHP], Prop. 2) 
77 :B(T,ti) - n Bva~t 
?ETO 
B,, has a covering of open affine subsets of A” - 3, namely 
U,, := {X, # 0 Vlv E I’, such that X,(p) # 0} forp E B, 
([GHP], Lemma 3.2 and Cor.). From the proof of the latter property one can ea- 
sily construct local coordinates for a point p E Bn(k), chosen from among the X,. 
1. CHARACTERIZATION OF TOTALLY DEGENERATE HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES 
1.1. Properly hyperelliptic curves and disconnections 
In this section we shall introduce the notions of the properly hyperelliptic 
locus tizg in Bzg xn k and of a properly hyperelliptic totally degenerate curve 
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of genus g over k, motivated by firstly considering hyperelliptic involutions on 
labelled projective lines. Here k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
# 2. A properly hyperelliptic curve is defined by the existence of a disconnec- 
tion of singularities that yields a stable 2g-pointed tree which is the fibre of a k- 
rational point in ‘Flz,. We carry this notion of hyperellipticity over to the in- 
tersection graph of a totally degenerate curve and describe the hyperelliptic 
graphs. 
Finally we characterize properly hyperelliptic curves by the existence of a 
special involution. 
For a moment let k be any algebraically closed field. 
1.1.1. Remark. Let z be a global coordinate on pd. Then we have: 
(a) The automorphism g given by z H l/z is, up to conjugation, the only in- 
volution on pl. 
(b) If char k # 2, then o has two fixed points. If char k = 2, then o has exactly 
one fixed point. 
Proof. (a) Can easily be calculated using Aut pi E PGLl (k). 
(b) In a field of characteristic 2 the equation z2 = 1 from which the fixed 
points are derived has exactly one solution. q 
The property of the involution having two fixed points is essential in the sequel; 
so from now on char k # 2. In what follows we denote by C a stable totally de- 
generate curve, that means: C is stable, and every component of C is rational. 
Let 01 : {&l,. , l g} 4 P:(k) be an injective map into the set of k-rational 
points of pi. So (PL , a) can be considered as a projective line with g marked 
oriented pairs of points. We identify L/ and o(u) to simplify notation (V E 
{+l,“‘,fg)). 
Let C be irreducible, 7r : &’ --f C the normalization, and let si, , sg be the 
singularities of C. Then # r-l (s;) = 2 for i = 1, , g, and if we provide each pair 
of points {a,, bi} = riT’ (si) with an orientation, then fi together with these ori- 
ented pairs of points is a 2g-pointed projective line (N, cyc). 
If we put 
Aut(P;,a) 
:={q~Aut@ \+)~{&l,..., +g} V’v~{fl,..., %g}, n(--v)=-n(v)}> 
we can in a natural way identify Aut C and Aut(fi, a~). 
1.1.2. Remark. Let C be irreducible, g > 2. 
(a) There exists an involution cp of C e There is a nontrivial permutation 
o E Perm({f 1,. , 5g}) satisfying a( -v) = -a(v), such that for the double ra- 
tio on fi for each quadruple (~1, , ~4) E V( {&l, , &g}) the following equa- 
tion holds: 
DV(Vi,. ,v‘$) = DFqav,,. . ,wq). 
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(b) Let cp be an involution of C, C/cp the quotient of C with respect to the 
group (id, cp). Let E denote the involution of C which is uniquely determined by 
the permutation v H - 1/ of the marked points of fi. Then 
C/cpr [FD’ u ‘p = E. 
Proof. (a) ‘j’: Let 0 be the permutation induced by cp. cp E Aut(fi, CUC), so 
0(-v) = -a(v). Double ratios on fi are invariant under automorphisms of fi. 
‘&: (1) Let v1,y E {f 1, . . . , *g}, v1 # I, v2 # +vl . There is an auto- 
morphism p of fi such that cp(vl) = a(vl), ‘p(ay) = v1 and ‘p(v2) = c(y). If S is 
a fixed point of cp, then 6 # ~1, WI. So 6, ~1, ~1 are mutually different fixed 
points of (p2, thus (p2 = id and cp(au2) = ~2. 
(2)NowletyE{fl,...,fg}-{ ~1, ov1,24} and z a coordinate on fi such 
that with respect to z cp has the form ZH - z. Let pi := z(vi), p,! := z(cvi) 
(i = 1,2,3). Then ~1 # O,oo, and pi = -PI. One gets 
(PI + Pl)lb4 - Pl) 
C-P2 + Pl)/(FP2 - Pl) 
= D~(~;,/%~;&;) ’ D~h,-~lr~2,~3) 
(P3 - Pl)I(P3 + Pl) 
= (P2 - Pl)l(P2 + 111) 
where (*) is true by hypothesis. So (~3 - p1)/(p3 + ~1) = (pi + ,QI)/(& - pl), 
thus ~3 = -&. It follows that ‘p E Aut(fi, CQY) which yields an involution of C. 
(b) Let (p be the involution on (N, a~) corresponding to ‘p. Let VO, v1 be marked 
points with Cp(vo) = ~1, and SO, $1 the corresponding singularities on C. Then we 
have the following cases: 
If ~1 6 (~0, -vo}, then SO # s1 and d,,, c G 6,(,,), c,~, so cp(so) is a singularity 
of c/cp. 
If VI = ~0, then SO = $1, dJs,,c ” k[[x, y]]/(x y), and we can assume that cp in- 
duces the action x H - x, y H - y on 6,,, C. Thus the subring of invariants is 
W[x2, v211 5% ~[[%41/(~ VI.
If v1 = --vo, then again SO = ~1, asO,c % k[[x, y]]/(x y), but now cp induces the 
action x HY, y HX, and the ring of invariants has the form k[[x + v]] z k[[w]]. 
Thus the image of SO is a regular point of C/p. 
So C/E is nonsingular, the natural morphism & -+ C/E is finite. Using [Hl], 
Ex. IV, 2.5.4 we get C/E ” P’. 0 
These reflections lead to the definition of the properly hyperelliptic locus fizg 
in BQ, where B2g is considered as a scheme over k. 
Denote by f 1, . , &g the marked points of Big, and let E be the permutation 
of the set {fl, , kg} that interchanges v and --v. 
1.1.3. Definition. (a) XH;g := {X, = X,,} c B& 
(b) 7& := 7-$ c B2g. 
Let C be a curve of genus g := dimH’(C, 0~). Then there is a subset S = 
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{si, . , ss} c Sing C, such that the blow-up Cs of C in the points of S is a tree of 
projective lines. Let p : cs -+ C be the blow-up, {ai, b;} := p-‘(si). 
1.1.4. Definition. The 2g-pointed tree of projective lines ( see [GHP]) 
where the pairs ai, b, are assumed to be oriented, is called a disconnection of C. 
We identify the pairs (ai, hi) and (i, -i). 
1.1.5. Definition. (a) A 2g-pointed tree of projective lines (C,$J) is called 
properly hyperelliptic if X(C, $1) E 1-12, (X denotes the corresponding point of Bzg; 
see [GHP], 1.4). 
(b) Let C be a curve of genus g. C is called properly hyperelliptic if there exists 
a properly hyperelliptic disconnection of C. 
It makes good sense to define the term ‘properly hyperelliptic’ for graphs as 
well; properly hyperelliptic curves can already be characterized by their inter- 
section graphs. 
1.1.6. Definition. Let G be a stable connected graph, that means: each vertex 
has at least 3 incident edges. G is called properly hyperelliptic if there exists cp E 
Aut G satisfying 
(i)ordcp=2 
(ii) If Z, denotes the p-inversive edges of G (i.e. the edges where cp acts as in- 
version) then G - ZV is a forest (i.e. a disjoint union of trees). 
The above property (ii) is equivalent to the statement that each circle of a 
properly hyperelliptic graph has an inversive edge. 
It can eqasily be seen that G - Z+ has at most two connected components. 
1.1.7. Remark. cp 1 (G - Zq) IS an automorphism of G - Z+,, and (G - I,)/cp is a 
tree. 
Proof. The first statement is clear. Suppose there is a circle K in B := (G - Z,)/cp. 
Lift K to a path [a, b] in G - Z,, cp(a) = b. cp( [a, b]) is a path from a to 6. G - ZP is 
a forest, so cp([a, b]) = [b, a]. Thus cp 1 [a, b] is an isomorphism of [a, b], and 
[a, b]/cp isn’t a circle, which yields a contradiction. q 
1.1.8. Lemma. Let K be a circle of aproperly hyperelliptic graph G. Then v(K) = 
K. Furthermore K has no edge$xed under cp. 
Proof. Let x : G + (G - Z,)/cp =: T be the canonical projection. T(K) is a sub- 
tree of T. 
Consider K as closed path and choose t E K as a basis. Then r(K) = w is a 
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path in T. Let Iw( denote the trace of W. ord cp = 2, so w passes each vertex and 
each edge of Jwj at most twice. 
Ifs # t is a vertex of K, then w passes through each edge of the path [r(s), n(t)] 
in /WI at least twice. Thus w passes each edge of [WI exactly twice. 
It follows that K has no fixed edge, and x-1 (1~1) = K. This shows that 
cp(K) = K. 17 
1.1.9. Proposition. Let G be a properly hyperelliptic graph, ‘p an automorphism 
of G with properties (i), (ii) from Dejinition 1.1.6. Then ‘p is uniquely determined 
by these properties. 
Proof. Fix one such involution ‘p. 
(1) Each edge k in G which is not contained in a circle is fixed under ‘p: 
k can’t be q-inversive. For if k is p-inversive and the incident vertices to, tl lie 
in the same component of G - Z+,, let w be the path [to, tl] in G - Z,. Then w to- 
gether with k is a circle in G. 
If to, tl lie in different components Ko, K1 of G - ZV, let wo be a path in KO from 
to to an end vertex SO, with to # SO if KO has more than one vertex. cp maps KO 
isomorphically onto Kl, and there is an inversive edge k’ such that w, p(w) c ZC1 
together with k, k’ form a circle in G. 
k can also not be mapped onto k’ # k by ‘p. For if cp(k) = k’, take a path w in 
G - Zp between end vertices to, tl which goes through k. If exists, let ri be the cp- 
fixed vertex on w between ti and k that is closest to k (i = 0,l). Let 
ri, 
Si I= 
if there is a p-fixed vertex between ti and k 
ti7 otherwise. 
Then [so,s~] U [cP'(so), cp’(sl)l is, with possible addition of inversive edges, a 
circle. 
(2) It easily follows from Lemma 1.1.8 that on a circle K ‘p is uniquely de- 
termined by an inversive edge (which always exists by hypothesis). So we show 
that a p-inversive edge is inversive for every considered involution. 
Nothing has to be proved if K is a loop. 
So let k E K be p-inversive, to, t1 the distinct vertices incident to k. Let mo, no 
be edges incident to to, mo # no, both different from k (G is stable!). ‘p( to) = tl, so 
cp(mo), cp(no) are incident to tl, and mo, no are not fixed under ‘p and are lying in 
two different circles K1, K2 with k E Ki (i = 1,2): 
0-N 
/ 
I/ no 
m0 
to 
I 
4 1 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
L-4 
x H-N \ \ \ I k I K2 fl I I v(n0) dm0) ,I 
.-’ 
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Identify Ki, K2 with the related l-cycles in the vector space of cycles of G over 
2/2Z (see [Hy], $4). Then K1 + K2 is a cycle in G (i.e. a sum of circles), to, tt E 
KI + K2, k q! KI + K2. to and ti are lying in a circle T of Kl + K2 because q(R) = 
R for each circle R and cp(to) = tt. k @ T, so T U {k} gives two circles with only 
common edge k. Thus k is inversive for every involution we consider. q 
Now we see that each properly hyperelliptic graph is obtained in one of the 
following ways: Either you take a tree B with an involution cp and add inversive 
edges between pairs of vertices of B which are identified by cp, or you take two 
isomorphic trees B,, B2 and an isomorphism cp and again add inversive edges. 
The involutions of a tree can easily be characterized. The centre Z of B which 
consists of one vertex or one edge with the two incident vertices is invariant un- 
der an involution cp. ‘p acts on a component of B - Z either as an involution or 
maps it isomorphically onto another component. 
1.1.10. Definition. (a) Let G be a stable connected graph of genus g, tk, t,( the 
incident vertices corresponding to an edge k. A stable 2g-pointed tree (T, $) is 
called a disconnection of G if there exists a set E = {kl, . , kg} of edges of G and 
orientations (tk, , ti,) such that 
+(i) = tk,, ti,(-i) = &,, 
and T = G - E ($ : {kl,. . , *g} -+ TO). 
(b) Let G be a properly hyperelliptic graph. A disconnection (T, $) of G is said 
to be properly hyperelliptic, if E c I,. 
1.1.11. Definition. Let C be a stable totally degenerate curve. 
‘p E Aut C is called a strict involution if ‘p2 s id and cp 1 Y $ id for each com- 
ponent Y of C. 
Properly hyperelliptic curves are characterized by the existence of a special 
involution: 
1.1.12. Theorem. C is properly hyperelliptic #there exists an automorphism ‘p of 
C with the following properties: 
(i) ‘p is a strict involution 
(ii) Each circle in the intersection graph Gc of C has a q-inversive edge (identtfy 
‘p with the involution induced on Gc). 
1.1.13. Corollary. (a) Let cp be an involution of C. Then C is properly hyper- 
elliptic $fGc is properly hyperelliptic and the number of cp-fixed edges that are in- 
cident to any vertex is at most 2. 
(b) If C together with cp is properly hyperelliptic, then cp is uniquely determined 
on C. 
Proof. Part (a) is true because to each p-fixed edge of Gc there is a singularity P 
of C with p(P) = P. 
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‘p is uniquely determined on Gc and thus prescribes the images of the com- 
ponents and of the singularities of C. This yields (b). q 
Proof of the theorem. ‘j’: (1) If C is of genus g, let Cr := C( T, +) be a dis- 
connection of C with 2g-pointed intersection graph (T, $), such that Cr is the 
fibre of a point q E ‘Hzg(k) c Bzg(k) with respect to the universal family 7rX :
B2g+ 1 + B2g. 
So q is fixed under the involution on Bzg induced by E. E can be extended to a 
permutation E’ of the indices of B2 g + 1 by leaving the additional index fixed. This 
yields an involution of B2s+ 1 which can be restricted to an involution (p of the 
fibre Cr. 
(2) (T, T/J) is a properly hyperelliptic disconnection of Gc: Let si E C be a sin- 
gularity which is being disconnected. The corresponding two marked points i, -i 
on Cr are interchanged by Cp, so the same holds for the related vertices $(i), +(-i) 
of T. Thus the edge of C joining G(i) and $(-i), belonging to si, is p-inversive. 
(3) We have just seen that T arises from Gc by omitting inversive edges. But T 
is a tree. So each circle in Gc has an inversive edge, and Gc is a properly hyper- 
elliptic graph. 
(4) Suppose, cp 1 Y z idr for a component Y. 
Case I: Y s (P’ with Y ordinary double points, r > 1). In this case the suppo- 
sition contradicts (3). 
Case 2: Y 2 $’ and Y intersects the rest of C in at least three points ~1, ~2, ~3. 
Each singularity of C lying on Y is fixed under (p, thus belongs to fixed edges of 
Gc and is not disconnected under r : CT + C. The edge tr symbolizing Y meets 
only fixed edges, so it is not contained in any circle (see Lemma 1.1.8). Thus 
C - Y has at least 3 connected components, and one finds marked points on CT 
as follows: 
‘i 
’ -i 
‘i I Ik 
I -J I -k 
(i.e.: 01 and -_(y lie on the same connected component of CT - Y’ for a E {i, j, k}, 
and i, j, k mutually lie on distinct connected components). 
NOW regard the coordinates &, i,j, -,, xk, i,j, _j, &, i,j> -k On Bzg. 
x E(k, i, j, -k) = x-k, -i, -j, k = 
1 - (Xk,i,j,-j)/(Xk,i,j,-i) 
1 - (Xk,i,j,-j)/(Xk,i,j,-k) 
on ‘F12, We have xk; i,j, _k = &(k, i,j, -k), thus 
(t) -= 
1 _ k 0, -i 
xk, i, j, -i 
xk; i>j, -k - xk, i, j, -j. 
Regarding the picture (*) it can easily be seen that this equation is not fulfilled 
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for the double ratios on CT; we get a contradiction because by hypothesis CT is 
the fibre of a point q E Nzg. 
Equation (t) will play a role in the description of ‘Flzg. 
‘&: Let cp be an automorphism of C with properties (i), (ii) of the theorem. 
Because of (ii) there exists a properly hyperelliptic disconnection T of Gc. Denote 
by 7t : CT + C the corresponding desingularization at the singularities si , . , sg 
of C. Thus cp can uniquely be lifted to an involution (p on CT (see [Hl], Cor. 
11.7.15). I$ induces the permutation E on the set of marked points {&l, , rig}. 
Claim 1: On CT the equation X, = X,, holds vu E I’,,. 
Prooj! (1) Let Y be a component of CT. Two cases have to be considered: 
If (p(Y) = Y then let 
S:= ({*l,...,*g}U(SingCT))n Y. 
(p acts on S as permutation of order 2 with at most two fixed points. Auto- 
morphisms of Y leave double ratios unchanged. Thus 
DV(a,h, c,d) = DV(+(a), , q(d)) v(a,h,c,d) E V(S). 
If ‘p( Y) = Z # Y then clearly 
DVy(a, h, c, d) = DVz((P(a), . , q(d)) Y(a, h, c, d) E V(S) 
(2) Let u E Vzg be any quadruple, Y the median component of vi, ~2, vg, Z := 
(p( Y). Consider the commutative diagram 
3 
CT - CT 
P’ 1 1 Pr' ) p := (p 1 Y, 
P 
Y-Z 
the projections given by x H&,, vz y _X resp. x ++XEu, EUZ EV3 X. Now 
(1) 
A, = &,(,) = A,,(,,(,)) and &, = &,) = Aprf(+(U)). 
The commutativity of the diagram yields X, = X,,. 
Claim 2: CT is a properly hyperelliptic disconnection of C. 
Prooj (1) If CT has only one component then the point q E Bzg corresponding 
to CT lies in B;g. So from Claim 1 and from the definition of 8~~ it follows that 
4 E ‘Flz,. 
(2) If CT has 2 components Yi, Y, we consider two cases. 
Firstly suppose (p( Yj) = Y, (i = 1,2). Then every two marked points v and --v 
lie on the same component (v = 1, . , g), and we can suppose 
:: 1 
:: -1 
Y, i 
:: k 
:: -k 
y2 
k+l -(k+ 1) ... g -g 
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Now it suffices to find a family of deformations X + D of Cr in B~s+l + Bzg 
(see [Hl], 11.3), such that all k-valued points of D - {q} lie in ‘His. For this pur- 
pose notice that, according to [GHP], Lemma 2, 
Xt,,,_,_t and X, for ,U E Mq := {f(g,-g,l,c),~(l,-l,g,-d)I 
c=k+l,... ,g-1, d=2 )...) k} 
are local coordinates for q in B2s. Xl,,, _s, _t (q) = 0. Let 
D := (4’ E B2g 1 X,(q) = &(q’) VP E Mq, Xl,,,-,,-l(d) # 1,~). 
D - {q} c B&. For q’ E D - {q} we have X,(q’) = X,,(q’) because from the re- 
lations of [GHP], 1.3, we obtain 
h,,-,,-lb’) = X-l,-&&lW). 
From the definition of D we have X,(q’) = &,(q’) for v E Mq. Thus q’ E ‘HH;g. 
The second case is that ‘p( Yt) = Y2. Here we can assume the following dis- 
tribution of the marked points: 
1 
Yl 
2 
!!- 
g 
-1 -2 -g y2 
Choose the local coordinates 
h-1,-2,2, Al,-1,2,c, x-1,1,-2,-c, c=3,...,g 
and proceed as in the first case. 
(3) In the general case we proceed by induction on the number Y of compo- 
nents of Cr. Let r > 3. Let Y be an end component of Cr, 2 the neighbour 
component. Consider three cases: 
Case 1: (p(Y) = Y. Then the intersection point of Y and 2 is g-fixed, thus 
Cp(Z) = 2. Let rrz : CT + 2 denote the canonical projection (see [GHP], 1.1). 
For each distinct pair S, s’ of CT-singularities on 2 with g(s) = S’ there are 
marked points V, p satisfying TZ(V) = s, Q-(P) = s’ and v = -p. Associate a 
pair of marked points to each pair s, s’ and denote the resulting set of marked 
points by M’. 
M := M’ u {marked pts. on Z} U {marked pts. on Y}. 
Then M = -M. Let E := E 1 M. With respect to the canonical projection r : 
Bzg + BM the pointed tree corresponding to r(q) looks as follows: 
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{marked pts. on Y} M’ U {marked pts. on Z} 
For the canonical section s : BM + Bzg given by 
x;zg) H XLMf”’ if v E V(M) 
xp I-+ A, (2g)(4) if Y @ V(M) 
we have s(r(q)) = q. So if we regard the diagram 
B2g ABzg 
we see that E = Ens = 7~. From Claim 1 we have X,(q) = X,,(q), thus ES(B,W) = 
s( BM), and this yields 
(*) SE = S?r&S = ES. 
Now, as in (2), choose a deformation of the curve corresponding to n(q) with 
base space D c ‘7-l~. Each x E D - {n(q)} is E-fixed. So, by (*), s(x) is E-fixed, 
and thus X,(s(x)) = X,,(s(x)) Vlv E l/zg. 
The curve corresponding to s(x) has Y - 1 components. No component is fixed 
under the involution; so by induction hypothesis we have s(x) E ‘Z-62,. This proves 
that q E 7f2,. 
Case 2: ‘p(Y) = Y’ # Y. Then Y’ is also an end component of Cr. Set 
A4 := {marked pts. on Y} u {marked pts. on Y’} 
and proceed as in the first case. 0 
1.2. Comparison with the definition of Harris-Mumford 
1.2.1. Definition. A stable totally degenerate curve C is called hyperelliptic if 
there is a strict involution cp on C such that the quotient C/cp is a tree of projec- 
tive lines (abbreviated TPL). 
It’s not hard to see that each properly hyperelliptic curve is hyperelliptic. 
The intersection graph of a hyperelliptic curve C may have circles without ‘p- 
inversive edges. By disconnection of singularities belonging to those circles, fol- 
lowed by glueing the resulting distinguished points in a different way, such a 
curve can be decomposed into g(Gc - Z,) - 1 properly hyperelliptic curves. 
The decomposition of hyperelliptic curves leads to the definition of a hyper- 
elliptic locus 7?zg c Bzg and to a decomposition of this space: Let 
7-l : rj &al t - B(T,$,) c &g 
be the canonical isomorphism (see [GHP]) induced by inclusions 
{i, -i 1 i E It} -+ {fl,. . . , kg} 
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for It c { 1,. . , g}, t E TO. Then the permutation E acts on each Bvai f, so we can 
define 
One shows that the g( T, $) are disjoint. Their union forms ‘7-?zg. 
Thus we have found that the hyperelliptic curves are represented in Bzg in a 
locus whose connected components are products of properly hyperelliptic loci. 
For details see [MK]. 
In [HM] Harris and Mumford construct a compactification of the moduli 
space of smooth hyperelliptic curves. Now we prove that their notion coincides 
with ours. 
1.2.2. Theorem. Let C be stable and totally degenerate ofgenus g. Then C is hy- 
perelliptic ifs C has a semistable model ? such that 5: is a 2-sheeted admissible 
covering of a (2g + 2)-pointed TPL. 
For the notion of admissible covering see [HM]. 
Proof. ‘j’: (1) According to Definition 1.2.1 there exists an involution cp on C 
such that A := C/cp is a TPL. In the smooth locus of C the projection 7r : C t A 
is Ctale. 
For a singularity P of C three cases must be considered: Firstly suppose that 
P lies on two not necessarily distinct components Yi, Y2 of C with Yl & Y2, 
andT(Yi) =7r(Y2): 
In this case insert an exceptional line E at P and extend cp to the curve C you 
obtain; let (p act on E as an involution identifying the two singularities: 
This situation is admissible. 
In the other two cases we locally already have an admissible situation: Either 
P lies on two different components Yi, Y2 with Yi & Yi (i = 1,2) (i.e. Yt and Y2 
are each branched over n(P)), or P and p(P) locally are two different normal 
crossings which are identified by ‘p. ($) 
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(2) It remains to show that 2 = c/Cp, together with the branch points of ?i : 
c + 2 is a (2g + 2)-pointed stable curve. 
Notice that by construction there are exactly two marked points and one sin- 
gularity lying on the images of the exceptional lines of 2. Let 2 be a component 
of 2 which is not in the image of an exceptional line. 
Case I: Z = ii(Y) for Y with (p(Y) = Y. Let PI, P2 be the (distinct!) fixed points 
of (p on Y. Then ii is either a singularity or a marked point on 2. On Y lie at 
least 3 singularities whose images under ii in 2 are again singularities. 
It follows that except for ii and ji(P2) there exists another singularity on Z. 
Thus #{marked pts. on Z} + #{singularities of Z} > 3. 
Case 2: Z= ii( Yl) =ii( Yl), Y, # Y,. On Y1 and Y, each lie at least 3 singularities, 
and the singularities are in pairs identified by (p. So #{singularities on Z} > 3. 
Finally the number R of marked points on 2 is equal to 2g + 2. To see this 
consider the intersection graph Ge which results from Gc by subdividing the cp- 
inversive edges. On Ge we have a canonical involution (;7. Each g-fixed vertex of 
Gc corresponds to 2 branch points of ?. Now the equation R = 2g + 2 follows 
from a variation of Hurwitz’ theorem applied to the covering Ge + G;, of 
graphs. 
‘(=‘: Let ii : ?? + 2 be an admissible 2-sheeted covering. Then the restriction 
of ii to a component Y is either a 2-sheeted covering or there is a component 
Y’ # Y such that % maps Y and Y’ isomorphically onto the same component of 
2. ii is admissible, so near a singular point of ? it looks like one of the two cases 
above. In this situation an involution (p can be constructed in the obvious way. (p 
can be carried over to the stabilization C of ?. C’/cp arises from 2 by contraction 
of the end components with exactly two marked points. q 
2. THE VARIETY %, 
2.1. Properties of tiHz, 
Analogously to Lemma 3.2 of [GHP] the following holds: 
2.1.1. Proposition. 7tzg can be covered by open afine subsets of Age’. 
In particular ‘Fl2, is nonsingular. 
Proof. Let p E Qg with corresponding TPL C of combinatorial type (T, $I). 
Denote by cp the hyperelliptic involution on C, and let g > 3. We must distinguish 
three cases. 
Case 1: There is a leaf (i.e. an end vertex) t of T and f’(t) > {i, j}, i, j E 
{!cl,...,*g}, -i,-j~~-‘(t),i#~j.Thent’:=cp(t)#tisaleaf,andli,-‘(t’)> 
{-i, -j}. Consider the projections 
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BZg - B2gp~ - B2g-2. 
Let U := U, (see [GHP], 3.2.), U’ := 7rj( U), U” := r_j( U’). In the same way 
define V := I-LH~~ n U, V” := ?-lzg-2 n U”. 
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According to [GHP], Lemma 3.2,0(U) is a localization of c?( U”)[Xd,j, XEd,-j], 
where d E D({fl,. . , +g} - {+j}) is a triple whose corresponding median 
COmpOnent Yd C c intersects the end component Y, C c (then YEd intersects 
Yrj). But in tizg we have the equation Xd,j = s&d,-j. Thus o(v) E o( V”)[&, j]lok. 
For reasons of dimension no relation for Ad, j appears. 
Case 2: There are leaves t, t’ of T, t # t’, such that Q-‘(t) = {j, -j}, $‘(t’) > 
{i, -i}, j, i E { 1, . . . , g}. Then t, t’ are v-fixed. So the uniquely determined path 
w= (w,...,w), WI = t, w, = t’, 
between t and t’ is fixed under cp. Let Y,, be the component of C corresponding 
to w2. ‘p(w2) = w2, thus ‘p( Yw,) = Y,,. 
The two p-fixed points of Ywz are intersection points with Y, and Y,,,,. 
val w2 > 3, so there are either two marked points on Y,,,,, being interchanged by 
cp, or there are two intersection points of Y,, with components corresponding to 
‘branches’ of C which are identified by ‘p. So there are marked points k, k’ such 
that Y,,, is the median component of the triple (k, -k, i): 
T&x:’ . .\., 
Lemma 3.2 of [GHP] yields: (3(U) N (3( U”) [&, _k, i,j, &, _k, j, _j]lok. But in 7fzlz, 
xk, -k, i, j xk, -k,J> -j = xk, -k, i, -j 
= A-k,k,-i,j 
= A-k,k,-i,i A-k,k,i.jr 
and A-k,k,-i,i E o( ,“)*. 
Notice that &_k,i, j is invertible in o( v), SO We get &, _k, j, _j = x<tk,i, j 
A-k,k,-i,i, thus o(v) 2 o( V”)[h-k,i,j]lok. 
Case 3: There is a leaf t of T with val t > 4 and +-l(t) 3 {j, -j} for a j E 
{ 1, . . , g}. Then one of the following situations occurs: 
i 
-j 
i 
-i 
(_i,kc {I,..: 
-i j -j k -k 
resp. 
k.-k 
, g}, fi, *j, fk mutually different). We obtain 
o(u) = o( u”)[h, -i,k, j, Ai, -i, -k, -j]l&: 
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and 
Xi,-i,k,j = AL!i,-k,-j in ‘FI2g. 
Thus O( V) = c?( v”) [xi, _i, k, j]l,,k. 
Using & ” B4 the desired result follows by induction. q 
2.1.2. Theorem. As a subvariety of Bzg, l-tzlz, is given by the idealgenerated by the 
following equations: 
(i) L = A,, VVE V({&l,...,fg}) 
(ii) 1 -k=Xd,k-Xd,j Vd=(k,i,j) ED({l,..., g}). 
7 Proof. (1) Each equation of (ii) is fulfilled in tils, so it is true in 7fzlz, = X2, as 
well. 
(2) Let the above equations be true for p E B2s. From equations (i) we get an 
involution cp for the fibre C, which can be carried over to the curve C obtained by 
glueing the marked points. Each circle of C has an inversive edge. Equations (ii) 
prevent cp from acting as identity on any component (see proof of Theorem 
1.1.12). Now Theorem 1.1.12 shows that p E ti2,. 
(3) The construction of the local charts in the above proposition shows that 
the scheme generated by the above equations is reduced. q 
2.2. Subvarieties of 7-t~~ 
2.2.1. Definition. (a) S c {f 1, . . , fg} with 2 5 # S 2 2g - 2 is called of pro- 
hyperelliptic type if S n (-S) = 0 or CS n (-CS) = 0 or S = -S. 
(b) S is called of hyperelliptic type if 2 5 # S 5 2g - 2, and either S = -S (then 
S is called unsymmetric) or S n (-S) = CS n (-CS) = 0 (then S is called sym- 
metric). 
(c) Let T be the tree with only two vertices to, 70, $J : {*l, . , kg} + TO a 
map. (T,$) is said to be of (pro-)hyperelliptic type if @‘(to) = S, @-‘(to) = CS 
for an S of (pro-)hyperelliptic type. In this case (T, $1) is said to be symmetric if S 
is not unsymmetric. 
(d) Let T be the graph 
. 0 
to t1 70 
T/I: {&l,...,&g} + TO a map. (T, $) is said to be of hyperelliptic type if 3 I c 
{fl,. . , fg}, 2 5 #1 5 2g - 2, Z n (-I) = 0, such that 
@-‘(to) = 1, 7$!-‘(II)) = -I, +-+I) = C(Z u (-I)). 
In [GHP], Prop. 2, a product decomposition for subvarieties B(T, $J) is de- 
scribed. A more complicated decomposition which can be used for the calcu- 
lation of the Chow groups of 7fFlz, exists for the reduced subvarieties a( T, $) := 
B(T, 1L) n fl2g. 
If To = {to,to}, S = @‘(to), put 
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D(S) := Dzg(S) := B( T, 7/l) and 3-I(S) := 7‘t1~(S) := ‘H(T,$) 
If S := {*(g + l)}, define Cj: := Nzg+2(S). 
For (T, $J) being the (2g + 4)-pointed graph 
l . 
k(g + 1) f 1,...,+g f (g + 2) 
define Cg := %212g+4(T, $). 
Looking at local charts one sees that Ci: and C:J,’ are the scheme-theoretic 
inverse images of Dzg+2(S) and B2g+4(T,$). Furthermore Ci: and Ci; are 
isomorphic and each a nonsingular 2-sheeted covering of l-lzR. The covering 
Cj,i --+ ‘Flz, is nothing but the formation of the quotient of Cfi with respect to the 
group of automorphisms {id, <}, where C is induced by the permutation of order 
2 which leaves {f 1, . , *g} unchanged and maps &(g + 1) onto f (g + 2). 
For further details see [MK]. 
Let B( T, $1) c Bzg satisfying B( T, $I,)* n 7fzg # 0. Then (T, $J) is a properly 
hyperelliptic disconnection of a properly hyperelliptic graph. The hyperelliptic 
involution ‘p acts on (T, $I,). To can be written as a disjoint union 
To=FotiF,tiF2tiN, 
where 
F; ={t E To 1 t is a v-fixed vertex with i incident q-fixed edges} 
(i = 0,1,2), 
N c{ t E To 1 t is not v-fixed} 
maximal with the property: t E N + cp(t) $5 N. 
2.2.2. Theorem. Let B(T)+) c B2g satisfying B( T, $I)* f’ 7-t~~ # 0. If 
dim ‘H( T, $) # 0, then 
Proof. (1) If # To = 1 nothing has to be proved because ti( T, $) = ‘Flz,. 
(2) Let To = {t,, to}. Then (T, $) is of hyperelliptic type, and there are two 
cases to be considered: 
(i) (T, I/J,) is symmetric. Then we can suppose that S := $-’ (to) = { 1, . . , g}, 
I/-’ (&) = -S. Then the image of ‘H( T, v,b) under 
rl: B(T,$) 5 &J-g} x bu{g} 
is the ‘diagonal’ given by the equations A, = A,,, p E V(S U { -8)). To see this 
consider the diagram 
WT,+) ’ 
I 
) B(T>$) 
& =b 
B g+l . Bsu{-g} x B-su{g} = Bg+l x Bg+l 
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( py denotes the canonical projections (V = 1,2)). Im(n o L) is a closed subvariety 
of Im 6, for Im 6 is given by the equations X, = XEIL, LL E V(S U {-g}). 5 is an 
immersion, thus py is an isomorphism on Im 6 (V = 1,2). From the surjectivity of 
p,onol,weobtain:%(T,4) !?B,+l. 
(ii) (T, +) is unsymmetric. Then we may suppose S := @-‘(to) = 
{f 1, . , %r}, $ji,-’ (70) = CS. Look at the commutative diagram 
where 4 is induced by the projections n-c,+ 1) and K,. Now 
Bsu{i(l+i)) 1 D({*t(y+ l)>)~~~“Bsu(~+i) 
and 
Thus 4 is a closed imbedding, and n’ is an isomorphism. 
(3) Let # To = 3. Here we can suppose that (T, 4) either looks like 
0 . 
l,...,Y &(r+l),...,fg -1,.,.,-r 
whence we obtain 7f( T, $) E ‘Flz,({ 1,. , r}) x ti, by imbedding ti( T, +) in 
B(T,$)%B,.+l xB,+1xB,,,(m:=2(g-r)+2=fl{fr ,..., *g}).Or(T,$)is 
the tree 
. . 
*1 i 2,. ) Ik(g - 1) *g 
This gives already C$_ 4. 
(4) Considering the general situation g TO > 2 we distinguish three cases: 
(i) There is a leaf t E TO such that t’ := y(t) # t. 
(ii) There is a leaf t E TO s.t. p(t) = t and val t > 3. 
(iii) All leaves t E TO have valence 3 and are p-fixed. 
In the first two cases ‘H(T, $1) is contained in ti( T’, $J’ ), where (T’, $’ ) arises 
from (T, $J) by contracting TO - {t, ‘p(t)} to one vertex. 
If in (i) for instance 4-‘(t) = { 1,. . , r}, r > 2, then by (3) we have 
7f(T’,$‘) > X(T,$) ” B,+l x ti(T”,$“), 
where WT”, 4” 1 c X{ir,...:*g} is constructed in the obvious way. 
In (ii) we obtain an analogous decomposition. 
In the third case T can only have 2 leaves because otherwise there would exist 
a vertex with three incident fixed edges. The projection YT : tizg + lflg-4 which 
‘forgets’ the 4 indices on the two leaves induces an isomorphism 
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because 7r is a 2-sheeted covering which is unbranched over n(‘H( T, $)). 
(5) Now the desired decomposition follows by induction. q 
2.2.3. Proposition. The irreducible components of 3-12, - F$ are the sub- 
varieties 
X(S), S of hyperelliptic type 
‘H(T, IJ), (T, $1) tree of hyperelliptic type with 3 vertices. 
They are divisors in ‘HZ, and pullbacks of D(S) and D(+-‘( to)) with respect to 
L : Ftzlz, + Bzg. Here to denotes a leaf of 7: 
Proof. Let p E 3-12, - 7fFg with corresponding combinatorial type (T, $I). For 
each leaf t of TP and S := $;'(t ) we have either S = -S or S fl -S = 0. If 
S = -S then p E ‘If(S), and the application of Theorem 2.2.2 together with 
[AK], Prop. VI.6.2 yields 
#CS dimlFI(S) =dim(‘Hds X’$CS) =y- 1 +T- 1 =g-2, 
for2 < #S < 2g-2anddim’H(S) =dirn~$“,)_~ =g-2for#S~ {2,2g-2). 
If S is symmetric then p E ‘Ft( T, $) where (T, $J) is the tree 
S {*l,...,*i)-(fS) -s 
ThenH(T,+) gBgs+l x 74~(*~)+~,thusdim’FI(T,$) =g-2. 
Finally X(S) and H(T, q!~) can be described as pullbacks because by Proposi- 
tion 2.1.1 we have for each properly hyperelliptic point p E D(S), resp. 
D($-‘(to)), coordinates 
Xi,j,-j,-i, 45 E S, &j E CS 
resp. 
Ai,j,-j,k, i,k E q!)-‘(to), +j E $-‘(tl), i # k 
such that in the canonical open set V,, L-ID(S) resp. ~-~D($-~(to)) is given by 
Xi,j,_j,_i = 0, resp. xi,j,_j,k = 0. 
Here tl is the medium vertex of T. q 
2.3. I-& as a blow-up of I-& _ 2 x P’ 
For the sequel we assume some familiarity with the results of [K]. If (T, $J) is a 
2g-pointed tree with two or three vertices and leaves to,&, let from now on 
p( 1, -1,2) # to. Here p denotes the median (see [GHP]). For #TO = 2 and 
S := @-‘(to) it follows that g(S f~ { 1, - 1,2}) < 1. Furthermore we use the iden- 
tification 
x2g-2 x Wh,-1,2,g) ” x2g-2 x n 
Lf 7&-2 x @JX-l,l,-2,-g) x Wh-1,2,g) =: w-2 x p- x p,. 
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Let 
7r=K,07r~:lf21z,+7f2g-2, 
pro : fi2g + 7f2g-2 x p+ the canonical projection, 
Pn = (pro 0 0-n 0 a,) 1 x2g-2, 
where ffn, ff_K are the natural sections from [GHP], 3.3 
(KE {fl,...,f(g- l)}).N ow we are going to describe pro as successive blow- 
up of 2-codimensional subvarieties of 3-1~~~ 2 x P+. For this purpose we firstly 
determine the exceptional divisors of pro. 
2.3.1. Proposition. (i) pro 1 Wig is an isomorphism onto its image, thus pro is 
birational. 
(ii) The exceptional divisors of pro are exactly the following: 
(a) X(S) for S C {*l,. . . , *g} of hyperelliptic type with g E S and # S > 2. 
(b) X( T, $J) for each 2g-pointed 3-vertex-tree (T, $I) of hyperelliptic type with 
leavesofvalence> 2andg$p(l,-1,2). 
Proof. (i) Omitting the indices -3, -4,. . , -g we get a projection 7r : 7-i~~ + 
B g+2. It is easy to see that 7r 1 ‘Ifig : Xig + B,‘,, is an isomorphism of affine 
schemes. So we get our result from the analogous property for the projection 
B g+2 + Bg+l x P’. 
(ii) (CY) The exceptional divisors are reduced. To see this notice that each ex- 
ceptional divisor is a component of pr;‘(D’ x iP’+) for a natural (i.e. combina- 
torial-type-determined) prime divisor D’ of 7f~2~ _ 2. Consider the commutative 
diagram 
%z 
< Lo 
’ 4 
We have pr{‘(D’ x P,) = K’D’, and D’ = LC’D for a natural prime divisor D 
of B2g_2. Now v’D’ = T-‘L~‘D = L{‘T,‘D, and the latter is reduced (see 
Proposition 2.2.3). 
(,B) If S is unsymmetric and *g$ S, #S > 2, then 
(*) ~+f212,-2(S) = 7f2g(S) + ‘H2,csu {kr>) 
and 
/ pr0X2g(S U {fg)) = ( 7T x h~l,2,gw2g(s u {*g>)) 
= (r x h-l,2,r;)(~Hzg(S u {*g>)) 
(**) < = ((r x Xl,-1,2,J 0 g-n 0 ~J(‘H2g-2CS)) 
= ((n x Xl,-1,2,g) 0 0-K 0 ~n)G%-2(S)) 
\ = P~~-Lz~_~(S) for K E S. 
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Thus N2,(S u {fg)) is an exceptional divisor. From (*) one gets 
Pq3-&2(~) x P+) = X2&y(S) + N2g(S u f&r)). 
Notice that pro is surjective, so by (**) we have 
P~oti2,(S) =7-&2(S) x p+. 
Thus pro7-f2,(S) is a divisor in EH~~~~(S) x P’+. Finally proti2,({&g}) is a di- 
visor in Xzg_2 x P+. 
(y) If (T, $) is a symmetric (2g - 2)-pointed tree having 2 or 3 vertices then 
c”Hz,( T, $) consists of 3 components, and by the same method as above the 
exceptional divisors can be identified. q 
The description of pro as a blow-up is obtained by performing the construc- 
tion of Keel ([K]) twice, i.e. for the blow-ups 
Bzg+Bzg-i xP+ --+ B2g_2 x P- x P, 
and by pulling the result back to the properly hyperelliptic locus. 
Let 
0, := {S c {*l, . . , &(g - 1)) 1 S of pro-hyperelliptic type, 
#(SC? {f1,2}) 5 1, #CS = r} 
for r = 2, . . ,2g - 4. If S is of hyperelliptic type, then let (Ts, $s) be the corre- 
sponding tree with two vertices. Otherwise let (Ts, $s) be the tree 
to t1 70 
0 . 
s - (-S) (n-l-S)U(Lm-CS) (4) - s 
For two disjoint sets S, S’ E 0, we have ‘H( Ts, $s) n ‘l-l( Tst, $J,s~) = 0. Denote by 
B’ the r-th blow-up of Bzg x P- (see [K], Thm. l.l), and define 
‘Ft(‘) := X+2 x P+ 
tiCI := Strict Transform of ti~~_2 x A --+ Bzg_2 x P_ x P+ 
with respect to the blow-up B’ x P_ -+ Bzg_ 2 x P_ x P+. 
2.3.2. Lemma. For r = 2, . ,2g - 4 the following holds: 
(i) pro factors through ‘7-l (r). 
(ii) Let ~(‘1 : ti(‘)-+B’ x P+ denote the inclusion. Then 
L(‘~‘) 
( 
s&j@ St T ( ns r r B D(S) x P+) 
r > 
” U pKS ‘H(Ts,v~s), KS E S 
SE@, 
where eKS : B2 g _ 2 -+ Bzg_ 2 x $_ is the canonical section and the Strict Trans- 
form (StrTr) is taken with respect to B’ x P+ -+ Bzg_2 x P- x P+. 
(iii) B2ge4 xP’+~B~~-~ xP+. 
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Proof. (iii) is the result of Keel, [K]. 
(i) In the diagram 
7-h 
c 
/ ’ I 
& ; 
/ B2g 
,B’x P, 
I 
Id 
1 
P-u 
J 1 
- B2g 
J 
x212g-2 x n b B2g_2 x P_ x P, 
one has, according to Keel’s result, Bzg as the Strict Transform of 
Bzg + Bzg-2 x P- x P, with resp. to B’ x [FD+ -+ B2g 
From this we get ‘Hzg as Strict Transform of 
x2g + x2g-2 x n with resp. to 7f((‘) --f 7&-2 x A. 
2xP_xP+. 
This yields the desired factorization which makes the whole diagram commu- 
tative. 
(ii) For S E O,, K := Q, it follows from [K] that 
&&D(S) x P+ ” StrTr(B,D(S) x P,). 
In7-tzg x Awehave 
PI; 7-b-2(Ts, &T) 
= P,(J,p1D2R-2(q) 
= (L x @((x*g x x-1,1,-2,-g x Xl,-1,2,g) 0 0-r; O gFr)(D2g-2(9) 
= (L x s)p’(6,D2g_2(s) x P,). 
Now the above diagram yields the asserted isomorphy. 0 
Let OQ_~ := {SC {&l,...,*(g- l)}lS y s mmetric of hyperelliptic type, 
#(S n {fl, 2) 5 1)). If S, S’ E 0~~~3 are disjoint we have 
(t) D2g_2(s) n D2g-2(s’) = 0. 
Consider 
B2g % B2g_1 x P+ fl, B2g_2 x P- x IF’,. 
We have 
pi(D(SU {hg])) = 6ti(D(S U i-g])) for K E S, 
(~2 opl)(D(S u i&g})) = eKn(D(S)) for a, r; E S, 
where enN = (rig x Xpl.l,-2,g x X1,-1,2.g) o or; o ou. Now let 7-&2g-3) the blow- 
upofH (2g-4) along 
Ys := Lc2gP4) StrTr(c-,, D(S)) c ‘H(2g-4), S E 0~~~3. 
Because of (t) the subvarieties that are to be blown up don’t intersect. 
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2.3.3. Lemma. (i) Ys 2 tizg-2(S). 
(ii) profactors through E (2~31, 
Proof. Similar to the proof of the preceding lemma, noticing that 
(L X 6)-l&, D(S)) = Pn X(S) = Pa X(S). 0 
2.3.4. Theorem. tiH(2g-3) E 3-12,. 
Proof. By fi -+ B2s_ 1 x P+ denote the blow-up along the 6.n D(S U {-g}), 
n E S. Have a look at 
x2g-2 x n 
~ LX6 , 
B2g_2 x I% x P+. 
The inverse images of the exceptional divisors of 7fF1(2g-4) --+ ‘Z-&g_2 x n in X2, 
are the L-liftings of the inverse images in Bzg of the exceptional divisors of B -+ 
Bzg-2 x P_ x P+. But these are exactly the divisors from Proposition 2.3.1: The 
blow-up described in Lemma 2.3.3 produces the divisors of combinatorial type 
S fg -S 
for symmetric S; Lemma 2.3.2 gives the remaining exceptional divisors. q 
2.4. Chow groups, Betti numbers and Picard group 
A complex scheme X is called HZ-scheme if the canonical homomorphism cl : 
A,X --+ H,X of graded Z-modules is an isomorphism (see [Fu12], Ch. 19.1). If X 
is also nonsingular then the odd cohomology groups vanish and all Chow and 
cohomology groups are torsion-free. 
2.4.1. Proposition. Using the notation of Theorem 2.2.2 let Xzg be one of the 
varieties Ftzlz, @ C, ($2 @ C or ($2 @ @. Then thefollowing holds: 
(i) Zf Y is a HZ-scheme then Y x Xzg is a HZ-scheme. 
(ii) ‘Z-t~2~ 8 C is a HZ-scheme. 
Proof. (i) (see [K], Thm. 2.1) By induction on g. Let all schemes be defined over 
C. x4, cp, Cs) C, are isomorphic to PA. In the general case Xzg is a successive 
blow-up of Xzg_2 x P’ along smooth (and thus regularly embedded) sub- 
varieties. For each candidate 2 there is a (2g - 2)- or (2g + 2)-pointed tree 
( Tz, $Q) such that 
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Z=fl(Tz,$z)r JJ &altX n xdtx n c$_,x n cJqt_2. 
teN t E F,, t E F, tcF2 
So Y x Xlg is a blow-up of Y x Xzg-2 x P’ along subvarieties Y x Z. From the 
induction hypothesis and [K], Thm. 2.1, we deduce that Y x Z is a HI-scheme. 
Application of [K], app., Thm. 2, finishes the proof. 
(ii) follows from the description of 7& as a blow-up and (i) and [K], app., 
Thm. 2. 0 
A k-scheme X is called simple if the canonical homomorphism 
A*(X) 18 A*(S) + A*(X x S) 
is an isomorphism for each k-scheme S. 
2.4.2. Proposition. With the notations of Proposition 2.4.1 we have: Xzg is sim- 
ple. 
Proof. By induction from the description as a blow-up and [K], Sec. 2, lemma, 
noticing that products of simple schemes are simple. q 
2.4.3. Theorem. With the notation of ,O 2.3 we havefor r > 0 : 
Proof. Follows from Ar(Nzg_2 x P’) ” A’?-t~/2~_2 @ A’p’l-12g_2 and the de- 
sciption of tizg _ 2 as a blow-up, applying [K], app., Thm. 3, which describes the 
behaviour of the Chow groups under blow-ups. q 
2.4.4. Example. For small genus we can now easily compute the Chow groups: 
g = 2: T-l4 ” PI 
A’?-& z A+-& = Z 
g = 3: Ao7-ls = z 
A’% ” A’76 @ AoX @ esEu2 A’%(% 1cls) @ @sEq A”%(Q, $s) 
02 = {{f2), (1, -21, (-1, -2)) 
03 = ((1, -21, i-1, -2)) 
For each S E 02 U 03 we see that ?-L+( Ts, $s) is a point. 
=+ A’?& ” 77’ 
g = 4: $==‘il, -2,f3}, (-1, -2,f3}, {f2,*3}} 
&{{l,-2,3},{1,-2,-3},{-l,-2:3},{-l.-2,-3}} 
#Q3=4 
#04 = (;) + 3 (f) = 12 
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Os={{l,-2,3},{1,-2,-3},{-l,-2,3},{-l,-2,-3)) 
#05=4 
For S E Ui=, Oi we have &,(Ts,$s) 2 Pi. 
=+ A’?-& z A37& 2 Z 
A’~-&EZ~@Z@Z~~@Z’~EZ~~ gAA2Xs 
For the calculation of the Chow groups for g >> 0 and the ring structure of the 
Chow ring a detailed description of the varieties Ci:‘, C,‘:’ for Y < g is needed. 
These 2-sheeted coverings of Rz, can also be presented as successive blow-ups. 
In this paper we shall content ourselves with determining the Picard group of 
fi2g. 
2.4.5. Corollary. Pic’H2, is a free abelian Z-module of rank 
2gp’ + 
3g- 1 
~- (g- l)(g+ 1) -2. 2 
Proof. A’ti2,(Ts,$,~) E Z, V’s c {*l,. . . , %g}, S E O,, V’s E (2,. ,2g - I}. 
Let #(SU {*1,2}) < 1. We obtain 
#{S c (311,. . , kg} 1 S unsymmetric} = 2gp * - 1 
#{S 1 S symmetric} = 7 = 2g-1 
#{S 1 S pro-hyperellipt., non-hyperellipt., S n -S = 0} 
for g > 3. Theorem 2.4.3 yields 
=rkPicHzg+2g-l +3g- 1-2g 
=rkPic?&+ 5 (2” +3’- 1-2i) 
i=3 
g-1 
=7+C2’+53’-(g-2)-25i 
i=2 i=3 i=3 
3g+‘-1 
=2g+ 2 ------g(g+2) -2. 0 
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